
 
 

 

 

 

 

Join the Brass Anchor for a great Adventure to look for Megalodon teeth 
in Wilmington NC.  We will be joining Aqua Safaris for our Meg tooth 
adventure. We will do 4 dives looking for Meg teeth Friday and Saturday, 
then we will be diving the Hyde and Gill on the Sunday for a couple of 
Wreck dives expecting to see lots of Sand Tiger Sharks and Sand bars. 
The pictures on this page of our groups over the past year or so finding 3-
million-year-old fossils. It’s amazing that we can find these teeth and take 
them home with us. Teeth diving is a lot of fun 

You will need a reel so that you can tie into the Mooring line. And you run 
this reel as you look for teeth. Most likely silting the bottom out. The line is 
your way back to the mooring for ascent. You will also need an SMB. If 
you can’t find you way back or, there is a current that takes you away 
from the site. You will need to have an SMB with you. You will also need 
a small mesh bag to put your teeth in when you find them. These are all 

mandatory pieces of gear for this trip. 😊 

 
As for the last day of wreck diving For the past several years, there have 
been resident FULLY grown Sand Tiger and Sandbar Sharks on the 
Hyde & Gill. These sharks are non-aggressive but thrilling to dive with!! 
Don’t miss out this summer. 
 
 

 

 

 

Megalodon Teeth Diving Adventure  

And Wreck Dives Wilmington NC                                                                                     

     Sept 13th,2024 to Sept 15th,2024 
30th,2024 

Trip at a Glance:                                          $200 Due for Initial Deposit 
Dates: Sept 13th-Sept 15th,2024 
Cost: 

Not included : 
Tanks and weights 
Airfare to Indonesia, or any local commuter flights 
Hotel rooms 
Crew gratuities  
Nitrox  
Dive gear 
                                       Contact : Andre Fedak 301-663-9363, andre@brassanchor.com 

 
 


